
►10 Gauge Corten steel sides 
and front. 

►10 Gauge Corten steel tailgate 
on 10’ and 10.5’ lengths.   

     7 Gauge Corten steel tailgate 
on 14’ length. 

►Dirt shedding lower rub rails. 
►88” Interior width. 
►96” Exterior width. 
►Retractable 10 gauge Corten 

steel body headboard for 
increased capacity when used 
as a dump body (10’ and 10.5’ 
lengths only). 

►Conventional dump body 
and material spreader built 
in together as one unit. 

►Double acting underbody 
style hoist designed for 
spreader/dump use. 

►”Severe service” design for 
municipal use. 

►Double acting tailgate. 
►High performance and low 

maintenance design. 
►Removable conveyor cover 

for chain protection during 
summer use. 
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“DBS” Dump Body Spreader“DBS” Dump Body Spreader“DBS” Dump Body Spreader
(Front and rear tipping style)(Front and rear tipping style)(Front and rear tipping style) 



Models Available 
         Model        Length        Sides               Tailgate 
 

DBSH10G2834  10’      28” High          34” High  
DBSH10.5G2834  10.5’      28” High       34” High 
DBS14G4237  14’      42” High         37” High   

The unit has a front mounted conveyor that feeds 
material from the passenger side to the drivers side 
of the body. The conveyor is 11” wide using 667X 
pintle chain with 3/8” drag bars on 7-1/2” centers. 
The chain tensioning system uses screw adjustable 
take-ups mounted on the exterior of the body for 
easy accessibility.  The material is conveys to a 
front mounted chute and spinner arrangement. 
Spinner assembly is adjustable to allow you to 
spread material where you want it.  Our adjustable 
metering door allows you to limit or increase the 
amount of material that you move to the spinner.  
The spinner is 18” diameter with six (6) vanes and is 
hydraulically powered. The spinner assembly can be 
removed for summer use.  The body has a 
removable conveyor cover to cover the conveyor 
when the body is being used as a conventional 
dump body. 

    OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 
→Chassis mounted cab guard. 
→Coal door (s) in tailgate. 
→”DBS” screen packages. 
→Poly lined chute. 
→18” polymer spinner. 
→Folder up ladder  
→Ladder (2 steps) 
→Spinner Deflector. 
→Vibrator and mount kit. 
→Valve kit and flow valve. 

Double acting heavy 
duty six panel 
tailgate with optional 
coal door(s). The 
tailgate has 1-1/2” 
heavy duty offset 
upper hinge ears 
with 1-1/4” diameter 
hinge pins. It also 
has 3/8” tailgate 
spreader chains 
included standard. 

The unit has a manual main hinge locking system.  This 
system enables the operator to switch between spreader 
mode and conventional dumping mode. The switching 
operation is simplistic in design allowing the operator to 
simply remove the locking paddles from each side of the 
hoist and relocate the paddles in the matching receivers 
located at the opposite end of hoisting unit. The manual 
paddle design is lightweight and low maintenance. 
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